PREVIOUSLY TABLED STUFF!

Name of Organization and/or Individuals: Bean East Hall Government
Name of Project: New TV for DeBusk Lounge!
Responsible Individual: Everett Smith & Jordyn Nepper
Email: everetts@uoregon.edu & jnepper@uoregon.edu
Date of Request: 2/22/13

Project Description:
- Bean, for housing around 700 students, only has 2 TVs (both of which are extremely out dated.
- There is one in the basement is hardly ever used because 1) its in terrible condition (buttons missing, static, missing channels, no DVD player etc.) and 2) it serves as a poor location for a TV with the washing and drying machines located directly around the corner.
- The only other option for a TV is in the DeBusk TV lounge. This TV is in better condition, but still not great.
- There have been numerous complaints made by residents in Bean saying that these TVs are simply not up to par.
- We wish to be able to provide our residents with a nice, comfortable environment to get together with friends and watch their favorite TV show or movie.
- We have come to conclusion that the DeBusk room provides more opportunity for renovation, and comfort. There have been talks of future renovations of this room, which is why we think this room serves as the best place to put a brand new entertainment system.
- Also, it is important to recognize that this could not only benefit residents of Bean, but also residents of Hamilton. There is a key for the DeBusk TV lounge available at the service desk in Hamilton for anyone to check out.

Total Cost of Project: $1,000
Total Requested from RHA: $840
Account/Index: N/A
Budget Line: Capitol Improvement

Cost Breakdown / Alternate Funding:
Housing would obviously purchase the television via a purchaser, so it is not 100% clear how much it would cost at this moment. Having said that, we have done some shopping around to see get a general cost of how much this will cost. These may not be the exact models we are purchasing, but are rather estimates for what we are looking to purchase.
TV: Panasonic 55" Class 1080p 120Hz LED Edge Lit SMARTVIERA® HDTV and Wireless Adapter TC-55LE54----$850
**Blu-Ray/DVD: Sony Blu-Ray Disc Player - Black (BDP-S185)----$80**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request</th>
<th>Denied</th>
<th>Tabled</th>
<th>Amount Changed</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

---

**NEW STUFF!**

**Name of Organization and/or Individuals:** Tyler Jessop  
**Name of Project:** Service Center Movies  
**Responsible Individual:** Tyler Jessop  
**Email:** tjessop@uoregon.edu  
**Date of Request:** 2/28/13  
**Project Description:** Movie Upgrades for service center  
**Total Cost of Project:** $1200  
**Total Requested from RHA:** $1200  
**Account/Index:** N/A  
**Budget Line:** Capital Improvement  
**Cost Breakdown / Alternate Funding:**  
- $225- Barnhart  
- $325- GSH  
- $325- Hamilton  
- $325- LLC

---

**Name of Organization and/or Individuals:** Tyler Jessop  
**Name of Project:** Sound Cart Renovation  
**Responsible Individual:**  
**Email:** tjessop@uoregon.edu  
**Date of Request:** 2/28/13  
**Project Description:** The Hamilton sound cart is inoperable  
**Total Cost of Project:** $300  
**Total Requested from RHA:** $300  
**Account/Index:** N/A  
**Budget Line:** Capital Improvement  
**Cost Breakdown / Alternate Funding:**  
Option 1: New sound mixer
Option 2: New power supply for old sound mixer.

___ Request Granted
___ Request Denied
___ Request Tabled
___ Requested amount changed
New amount_____________

NOTES:

VOTE: _____-_____-_____

Name of Organization and/or Individuals: RHA
Name of Project: RHA Office Computers
Responsible Individual: Josh Adams
Email: josha@uoregon.edu
Date of Request: 2/28/13
Project Description: The RHA Office located in the Carson lobby used by RHA Executive Members is currently in the process of being moved to a larger office within University Housing. This new office will have accessibility for both the RHA Executive Board and the NRHH Executive Board. The office space is expanding from having only one workstation with one computer, to having four workstations. As the RHA Executive Board, we have decided that we want to utilize this workspace as much as possible, and having more computers would be beneficial towards helping RHA and NRHH in the future. These computers would benefit RHA and NRHH for many years to come. The RHA Executive Board has been in contact with the ResNet Help Desk in getting estimates for pricing on these new computers, as well as Norm Myers, the Computing Services Coordinator at ResNet, who priced the cost breakdown below. The exact cost is subject to change due to the fluctuation of computer prices, but any money not used will be redistributed into the Capital Improvement fund.

Total Cost of Project: $2,175
Total Requested from RHA: $2,175
Account/Index: N/A
Budget Line: Capital Improvement

Cost Breakdown / Alternate Funding:
Two (2) Computers with integrated video and sound, 4-8 GB RAM, i5 or i7 processor, mouse and keyboard – $1,600
Two (2) 22-inch monitors with built in speakers – $280
Two (2) Licenses for Microsoft Office – $110
One (1) Copy of Adobe Design Standard CS4 – $185